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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS
OF WRITING CLASS THROUGH LESSON STUDY

Lina Mariana, Diani Nurhajati
linamar iana I 0 19@yahoo. co. id & dianihantzalx@tsl1sy. s snx

UNIVflRSITAS NUSANTARA PGRI KEDIRI

Abstrak : Lesson Study adalah proses perkembangan prof'esialisme yang me-
libatkan guru guru Jepang secara sistematis rnenguji keterampilan mereka. clengan
tujuan agar supaya penempan pengajaran mereka di dalam kelas bisa lebih efektif. Di
dalam penerapanflya: guru atau dosen harus selalu meningkatkan kualitas dari proses
belajar mengajar yang meliputi persiapan syllabus dan rencana pengajaran juga
menciptakan suasana kelas yang kondusif dan melakukan penilaian. Mereka bisa
melakukannya dengan bekerja sama dengan rekan sejawatnya untuk mencapai hasil
yang lebih baik. Banyak grr.r:,, yang cukup puas dengan hasil dari proses belajar
mengajar. Faktanya, ada banyak kelemahan yang tidak mereka sadari. Penelitian ini
dilaksanakan untuk menjawab pertanyaan penelitian yaitu: Bagaimana Lesson Study
meningkatkan proses belajar rnengajar di kelas writing? Hasilnya membuktikan
bahwa banyakpeningkatan di dalarn kelaswriting contohnya: materi pengajaran lebih
menantang, mahasiswa menjadi lebih aktif terlihat dalam interaksi dengan sesama
mahasiswa, dengan dosen. dengan sumber belajar dan dosen harus lebih terbuka
terhadap saran dan kritik dari rekan sejawat, dan mahasiswa rnendapatkan prestasi
yang lebih baik di dalam writing.

Kata Kunci : Lesson Study, Kelas Writing, Proses belajar menga"iar"

Abstract: Lesson Study (LS) is a prof'essional development process that Japanese
teaclrers engage into systematically examine theirpractice, with the goal ofbecorning
more effective. In the application teachers or lecturers must always improve the
quality ofteaching learning process that covers preparing syllabus and lesson plan,
creating conducive classroom atmosphere and carrying assessment. They can do by
cooperating rvith their colleagues to reach hetter results. Many teachers are satisfied
with the results of teaching leaming process. In fact, there are many weaknesses that
they do not realize. This research r,vas carried out to ansrver the question: How does LS
improve the quality of teaching learning process of rvriting class? The results prove
that there are a lot of improvements on rvriting class, e.g. the materials are more
challenging, the students are more actively involved during the interaction, the
lecturerhas more open to receive critics fiom her colleague, and the sfudents get better
achievement in u,riting.

Key Words : Lesson Study, Writing Class. Teaching Learning Process.

INTRODUCTION
Learning language can not be

separated with mastering language skills
such as: listening, speaking, reading and

writing skill as well. Mastering writing can

not be separated with wel l-prepared material,

teaching teachnique, media, approach that all

can be reflectedbriefly in lesson plan. Lesson

Plan also reflects briefly about the activities
done by the students in the classroorn. In
short, making a good lesson plan will
quarantee that teachers will never spend the

time of teach ing usel essly.

Teachirrg writing in university has
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different goal with teaching writing in any

other schools level. University's students

are hoped to be able to compose kinds of
paragraph. In order to give best product of
good paragraphs, students are demanded to

be able mastering good grammatical
sentences structure, appropriate vocabulary
constructing logical content and unity
organization.

But in fact, there are some problems

faced by students in writing class. It is difficult
for thern to produce a good composition of a
text such as (1) they made paragraphs in
unappropriate vocabularies, (2) there were sorne

mistakes in grammatical sentence stmchrre

and (3) reading their text will lead us to the

ununity and uncoherent paragraphs. It,will be

difficult for the people to understand what
they want to say through their paragraphs. By
using ungrammatical sentence structure in

composing paragraphs will be the problem
for the readers to understand the content and

the meaning of the paragraphs. There rnust

be any missunderstanding even no written
communicationbuilt.

Meeting other teacher could be the

way out of finding hest solution how to
conduct a good teaching learning process of
writing 3. After discussing with a team. the

result can be concluded as follor*'s: ( l) the

teacher needs to revise her lesson plan, (2) the

teacher needs to be more creative in creating
some interesting and alive activities, and (3)

the teacher needs observ'ers to evaluate the

students' behaviour during teaching learning
process. All the teacher's need can be found in
irnplernenting Lesson Snrdy.

The strength of using Lesson Study
in this teaching learning process can be

examined easily frorn the cooperation of the
team r.vhere they wor* togetlrer to maks the

teaching's preparation. The teacher does not
work by herself but they have to work
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together in designing lesson plan, syllabus,

media, technique, instrument and also

assessment as well.
Improving the quality of teaching

learning process in writing can be done by
lesson study in which the teacher and the

observers get together to design syllabus,

lesson plan, media, material, students

worksheet and its assessment that cover the

students' problem in writing 3 those are

involving grammar, vocabulary mechanics,

organization and content.

There are many ways of teaching

university's sfudents in order to be able

constructing good paragraphs, one of thern is

by Conducting teaching learning process

uSing Lesson Study.

Lesson Study that is stated by Baba

(2A07:2): "Lesson Study, currently a topic of
worldwide attention, refers to a process in

which teachers progressively strive to
improve their teaching methods by working
with other teachers to examine and critique
one another's teaching techniques." In line

with the statement above, it can be said that

by conducting a Lesson Study, the model

cooperates well with another teachers in a

team, working together in constructing a
lesson plan or syllabus, selecting approppriate

material, presenting helpful activities in a

good time management, and collaborating
with team in observing during teaching

leaming process while ar,ralyzing the students'

behaviour in class, the interaction among

them, and the ways how the teacher presents

the material whether or not it is interesting.

In short, to have better result of
conducting prosess, Lesson Study is applied

in r.vriting class in order to answer the

following question: "How does Lesson Study

improve the quality of tcaching lcaming
process in writing class?"
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THEORITICAI, RH,VIAWS

Lesson Study
In order to help students achieving

the goals well, the teacher must be able to
conduct a well-prepared teaching learning
process. It deals closely with the syllabus, the

material, the activities statecl in the lesson

plan, and the rnedia as well. According to
Bilyeu about L,esson Study (2009:15), it is
stated that: "During Lesson Study a group of
teachers are released for the entire school day
to allow tirne to plan a lesson, go into the

classroom to teach it, and mect to reflect on

student learning. Teachers uso the reflection
data to improve the lesson and, eventually, to

re teach it." [t can he assumed that conducting
LS will be much helpful and heneficial for
the teachers to have a successfirl teaching

learning process because all the activities in
the classroom will be managed r,vell by the
teachers mentioned in Lesson Plan. It seems

that there will be no useless times spending

by the teachers and students in the classroom.

Moreover, Baba Q0A7:2) states.

"Lesson Study functions as a means of
enabling teachers to develop and study their
own teaching practices," In otherword, teachers

will learn much about developing and studying

their teaching activities through Lesson Study.

Since writing is a productive skill, the teachers

need to conduct a well-prepared teaching
leaming process in order to use every minutes

as useful activities to produce the best writing
product and by applying Lesson Study, the

teacher. the observers, and the students will
be involved together in the classroom.

For further understanding about lesson

study, Stigler & Hiebert (1999) in Rock and

Wilson (2005:78) say, "Lesson study involves
groups of teachers meeting regularly over a
period of time (ranging fi'om several months

to a year) to work on the design, implementation,

testing, and improvement of one or several

"rcsearch lessons".

The cliagram of conducting Lesson

Study will be guided by Stigler & Hiebert in
Baba(2007:2):

Preparation: PLAI\

(1), (2) (s)

Study Lesson

(3) (6)

Review Session

{a} {1}

(1) Problen:t idcntification. (2) Class planning,
13) Class implementation, (4) Class evaluation
arrci rcvicr.v of rssults, (5) I{cconsideration ol
class, (6) Iurplcmentation ol' class basccl on
reconside:rations, (7) Bvaluation arnd revicu,.
(8) Sharing oflesults

F'urthermore, Haithcock (2010:4)

says, "The objective of Lesson Study is to
create structured occasions for teachers to

examine teaching and learning. The foci of
Lesson Study are to improve the lesson

planning process, refine instructional strategies

and delivery evaluate results, evaluate student

thinking, and increase student mastery."

Writing
Writing is sccn as a series of acts in

putting ideas in the fbrm of lvords or other

written syrnbol to deliverrneaning. Runco in
Kaufman and Kaufman (2009:188) says that,

"Writing is best described as a process rather

th an a product, and it rnay be that very process



that benefits the writer. The benefit may result
fiorn the self-discovery allowed by writing or
the facts that writers must consicler diflerent
options, find words, ffid think of various
perspectives while writin g. "

Lannon (1998:3) states that rnost

writing is a conscious, deliberate process -
not the result of divine intervention, magic,

miracles or last-minute inspiration. From
those two definitions above, we know that

writing is not as easy as we think. It needs a

long process. It deals closely with our ability
in selecting and choosing the suitable words
that ure need in our sentences to be a good

composition. The ways how to spend every
second in the classrrom becomes the most
important target for the teacher, because the

process of writing is inrportant to achieve the

bestresult.

Further more, Kendall and Kuon
(2006:37) reveal a theory from educators'

point ofl view that "I'eaching writing to
English Language Leamers (ELLs) can be a
challenge because they tiequently get

confused about what they want to say as they
work." This means writing enables teachers

to be braver in giving students the appropriate

way to have them write what is on their minds
ancl working on any information comes to
them. The strength of the opinions above

explains about the irnporlance of having
good preparati on before teaching.

Daniels (2008:1) strengthens the
above clpinion by saying that writing is used

to represent or express ideas or feelings in
such as a way that it can be recovered more

completely of a system of more orpermanent
symbols. Writing is not easy to be done even

the writer is a pr:ofessional writer since it
needs some high efforts to get the ideas. It
involves organizing and expioring ideas to
organize the ideas in order to n:ake others

understand.
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According to Murcia (2006:161)

that the most difficult language skill is

writing which requires a higher level of
productive language control than the other

skills. It can't be denied then that writing is

regarded as the.most difficult language skill
to learn fbr a language learner'. Considering

this statement, encourage the teacher to
choose the best way of teaching the students

by making good plan. It must be done

collaboratively, since two or flrore teachers

will be better in making a lesson plan. The

preparation has been done carefully. lt is why
choosing Lesson Study becomes the most

important thing to do by the teacher to
implernent LS in writing class.

I)ealing with this demand, students

are expected to be able to master the

technique horv to compose their ideas into
good paragraph until it can be called as an

essay. Creating the conducive classroom

situation will also influence the result of
teaching learning process. Thus it is a must

fbr the teachers to apply LS in the classroom.

Writing class needs the new and bettermethod

of teaching because in this productive skill,
the students must be guided well to use their

minutes well in order to produce their best

result of writing. LS helps teachers to create

usefull activities in each meeting and syllabus,

lesson plan will manage the students'need to

reach the goal ofleaming.

TeachingWriting
A word about the presentation of

the activities: all of them are introduced by
an overview of their objective, u,hat kind of
classroom organisationwould make sense, what

materials are needed andrvhatpoints we might
want to consider when working with them.

Sometirnes this statement.

According to Carol Lee in Gordon

(2009:l): "She reports on her teaching

students to respond to literature in a Chicago
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public school. She concludes that teachers

can succsed ifthey have knowledge about the

language, culture. cognition, motivation, and

social/ emotional realities ofurban students."
In other words^ it can be said that teaching
students need multidimensional background
ofknowledges in order to conduct a sucoessful

teaching and learning process.

In detail, Lauren Starkey (2004:8)

explains about some activities done by the

students and teachers in writing class, such
as: (l) how to organize the students'thoughts
and ideas before they begin writing, with
techn i ques such as freewriting, h rainstonnin g,

and outlining.You will even learn why it's
important to read good writing rvhile preparing
your essay, (2) saying exactly what they
mean by avoiding arnbiguous language. using
modifiers, eliminating unnecessary words and
phrases, and using the aclive voice whenever
possible, (3) examines word choice and hol,v it
can accurately convey your ideas, (4) teaches

the most comfllon mechanical errors so they
can eliminate them fiom their writing.
Troublesome parts of speech, issues such as

noun-verb agreement, and punctuation
problenrs are explained, (5) shows them how
to revise, edit. and proofread their essay.

They will find checklists to use during these

processes, as well as tips from professional

editors. The use of word-processing programs

to help with editing is also covered, (6) covers

issues such as long-range planning. prewriting,
and understanding the topics. Tips on writing
to the audience and sfiking abalance betweer
formality and informality are also explained,
(7) shows students how to prepare for timed
essays. Leam how to research they exam, how
to familiarize yourself with possible topic
choices, and hor.r, to budget your time during
the writing process and (8) includes sample
prornpts and essays.

Edncation is not so simple a business

as is often supposed. It is not enough for the
teacher to collect together a nrass ofknowledge,

and retail it to his class. Nor is it enough for
his personalify to be strong enough to make
the children do what he wants them to do.

Education in fact depends both on the school

environment and on the response ofthe children
to the teaching as well as on the subject and

the teacher (Board of Education,1937).
According to Harmer in Robertson

andAcklam (2000:6), "The best teachers are

those who think carefully about whatthey are

going to do in their classes and who plan how
they are going to organise the teaclring and

leaming". It is stated clearly that teachers

have the mainrole of conducting a successful

teaching leaming process in any kinds of
knowledge discipline, including writing.
Writing teacher has to have the strike role of
conducting a successful writing classroom that

enables students producing good paragraphs

following the lesson plan used and designed

with some observers as a team.

Creating a conducive and interesting

classroom situation will be the role and the

duty of the teacher as in writing classroom as

well. The rvays horv to manage the activities
to be useful in an effort of producing good

writing becomes the main major ofthewriting
teacher. Every second must be managed r.vell.

There rvill be no useless time spent by the

teacher or students since every second is full
ofrneaningful activities. It is why desingning

lesson plan, selecting appropriate material,
choosing suitable media and using the right
assessment u,i1l be done by the teacher and its
team to make the teaching leaming process

better.

Aspects of'Writing as the Quality of the
students' writing

Writing is not only the activity of
writing down some words or sentences into
the written language, but also of composing



them into well organized of rvriting. Brown
(2001:356-358) classifies aspects of writing
into six aspects: content, organization,
discourse, syntax, vocabulary, and mechanics.

Content consists of thesis statements, related

ideas, and development of ideas thr ough personal

experience, illustration, facts, and opinions.

Next, the effectiveness of introdr,rction, logical
sequence ofideas, conclusions, and appropriate
length are included inorganization. Last. topic
sentences, paragraph unity, transitions, discouse

makers, cohesion, rhetorical conventionso

reference, fluency, economy, and variation are

included i n discourse. Spell i ng, punctuati on,

citation ofl ref'erences, and neatness and
appearance are included in mechanics.

tsased on Weigle QA02:116), the

aspects of writing consist of content,
organization, vocabulary language use, and

mechanics. Each aspect cannot be separated

from one another but must be integrated in a
unity as whole.

METIIODOLOGY
The method used by the teachers in

writing clssroom is Lesson Study. It was done

in 3 cycles. Each cycle consists of Plan-Do-
See as it is stated by F'ernandez & Yoshida
(2004) in Sa'dijah (2010:35) state that Lesson

Study is held in a set of activities namely
Plan-Do-See.

In Plan stage, the teacher itlientified
the problems in writing class. lllhe teachers

decided the problems collaboratively while
choosing who would the model be and

decided the times for the next activity. The
teachers r,vorked together to analyze the
teaching material and constructed teaching
script, composed the steps of learning and the
assessment as well. Designing the lesson plan
frorn the beginning had been done together. It
was done based on the reflection ofthe teacher

in her previous teaching Iearning process.
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By considering the problems occured in
previous teaching learning process, the teachers

together with the team or her colleagues

designed better lesson plan, teaching material,

assessment and media as well. It means that

desingning orplanning lessonplan was based

on the problems faced by the teacher and

students as well. F'or the next Plan stage in
the next meeting, the teacher and observers

came to the agreement to construct some

inrprovements reflected on their lesson plan,

material, &ssessment, media, technique, approach

and so forth better. The improvements were
always done in the next meeting based on the

reflection done bythe team teaching ofwriting.
The observation done in Do stage is

the stage for the observers to do their activities

during the teaching leaming process. The

observers had to understand r.vell about rvhat

they had to do and what they had to prepare

before the teacher did the teaching learning

process. The model teacher in this stage would
teach the sftrdents based on the lesson plan

that had been made before in plan stage. It is
the time for the teachers to implement what
they planned in the classroom. In Do stage,

ttre actual class begins to be observed by
another teachers. In this stage, the teacher did
the duty to conduct teaching learningprocess

while the observers or another teachers

obsen,ed the students' behavior during the

teaching leaming proce ss whether or not they

showed enthusiastic in the classroom.

While the teacher did her duty to
conduct a successful teaching learning
process of writing based on the lesson plan

designedbefore. In everyDo stages, this such

kind of activities will always be done

regularly. Every cycle must show its
inrprovement better than before.

The last stage is important to get

better teachingprocess since inthis stage; See,

the teachers didreflection onwhatthe model
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teacher did in her classroom. All the observers

discussed ahout the achievement she made.

The weaknesses happened in the teaching
learning process would also be discussed in
detail to make some improvemenls for the next

cycle. Al1 the students' movement would be

analyzed based on their interest in the

material, in the teaching method.

DISCUSSION
Lesson Study Improves the Quality

of Teaching Learning Process in Writin g C I ass.

Discussing about quality of teaching learning
process, there are some imporlant things that
must be done by teachers. including preparing

syllabus, making lesson plan, preparing teaching

script and also make assessment as well.
Creating a pleasant atmosphere in the class-

room must be one ofrequirements of successful

teaching learning process. It is the way how to

make students enjoy the material in the class.

To make the material easy to leam for students

is the teacher's responsibility and it is closely

related to the teacher's strategy of teaching.
A Lesson Study is a systematic

investigation of student learning and teaching

during a research lesson. The point ofthe study

is to undemtand how the lesson fosters intended

forms of learning, thinking and behavior in
students. For example, if the goal ofalesson
is to develop students' understanding of an

important concept, the team observes and

monitors changes in students' understanding

during the lesson. The data provide the basis

fbr making changes in the lesson intended to
irnprove student understanding.

Conducting a writing class using
LS improved the quality of teaching and

learning process since LS was not done in
one cycle only, but it had to be done more

than one cycle meaning that the second

cycle was an improvement from the cycle l.
After conducting the fisrt cycle, the team and

the model teacher got together to discuss

about the process of teaching. The team

obserued the material presented by the

teacher, analyzed more about the lesson piari

and also the tirne management in the

classroorn. Besides, the team also observed

the students behavior during the teaching

learning process whether or not the students

were interested in the learning process. The

team might also obsenre whether there was

any effective communication among the

students, bet'*,een tlre students and teacher

and the students with another environment
for example with the media, the material, the

handout and worksheet as well.
LS focused on rvhat happens during

the lesson. It involved gaining access to the

tought process to better understanding about

how the students undcrstand the subject,

where they sturnble, what conftises them, how
to put ideas together, horv missconception
develop, how their thinking is affected by
different parts of the lesson. Since it is a

systematic approach to observation the team

had to decide how to observe the lesson and

what data to collect. During the lesson obseryers

kept the detailed account of instructional
activities and student responses. The team

rnight also collect students rvritten rn'ork and

record the lesson for the future analysis.

The special features of LS are the

stages of each cycles consisting of Plan Do
and See. No wonder that lry observing those

three stages atthe end of conducting teaching

leaming process, teacher will not only know
about material and strategy of teaching only
but how her students shou,, responses during
the class is on going. The evidence written in

a fi eld note will be the witnesses ol'conducting

a teaching leaming process using LS. It can be

used as a note that must be cliscussed together,

find out the solution of the problems occur in

the class.



The first cyle was conducted on 25

September 2013. After conducting a teaching

learning process of writing class, the model
teacher and the team as the observers sat

together to do reflection based on the teaching

learning process. In this phase the obseruers

expressed what they saw during the process

of teaching and learning writing.
For the first cycle, it rvas concluded

that there were some weaknesses found by
the observers such as: ( 1 ) teacher more dominated

the teaching leaming process by giving too
muchportion of explanation. (2) time wasnot
enough to involve the students because there
were too much explanations frorn the teacher,

and (3) the number of the groups were too
much since one groups consisted of 5 students.

lt rvas evaluated as one of problems in giving
activities to the students, since not every students

worked. In short, the model gave tlie instruction
to the students unclearly. The activities of
writing guided by the rnodel was not able to
stimulate students to be nrore active. It seemed

that the teacher had too much portion in the

activities. [n the first cycle not all ofthe students

were involved directly in the activities. In
shoft, it was a poor teaching learning process

of u,riting. There \Mere many suggestions and

critics tbr the next improvement.

The second cycle thatwas conducted

on October 8th, 2013 had some positive things
that it was better than the previous teaching.
Based on the reflection done after the class,

the tearn agreed to state that some improvements

had been shown by the students, and also the

teacher. Firstly the weaknesses that could be

found in this phase was the activities done by
the studens needed more fun and various. On
the other hand, the number of the group had

been revised, then one group consisted of 2
students or it was tirne for them to work in
pairs. Tlie positive interactions among the

students could be seen clearly. The activities
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done by the students involved all the sfudents

in a fonn of pair work activities. From the

students gestures, the students comments, the

teaching learning process in this cycles r.vas

better than before. Some weaknessess occrred

in this cycle were in the correcting phase. The

teacher rvaste too much time in correcting.

The explanation of the mistakes done by the

sfudents was not clear. Time was not enough

to do correcting.

The third cycle was on November

16th, 2013. The students showed positive

response to the students explanation. They

built a good communication to the students

and the students had good interaction with
another students. The activities were done

well. Time management was better than the

previous cycle. The preparation dealing with
lesson plan, teaching script, time allocation,
material and media were prepared rvell. It
was strengthened by the ability from the

teacher to create the conducive and pleasant

atmosphere in the classroom based on th
suggestion from the obeservers.

That is the point or the strengh of
conducting teaching learning process using
LS. Some important things that have

been ignored by the model can be seen and

observed clearly by the observers. Most of
the time, teacher believe that what she

prepares is the perfect or the best one. But
when all the preparation applied in the

classroorn, the teacher doesn't realize that the

students must be observed rvhether they

show positive response to what the teacher

explains ornot. [fnot so, that is the duty of the

team or the observers to find out the reasons.

And by sitting together the weaknessses that

occured in the classroom can be solved

together.
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Conclusion

Based on the teaching learning
process that had been conducted in rvriting
class by applying Lesson Study, the results

that can be taken are as follows: l) teacher
has qualified partner to design together the
preparation before teaching, including
desingning appropriate lesson plan based on

the students need, 2) teacher has partner to
make a plan of activities needed by the students

in order to improve the writing skill reflected
on better lesson plan, 3) teacher is more

selective in choosing the rnaterial because

they work together, 4) teacher as like having
mirror may do better teaching in her class

based on the suggestions and the result of
team's observation done in the See stage, 5)
based on the sftidents'behaviour the observers

give reflection and suggestion to the model
to improve her next teaching including the

lesson plan, material, assessment, technique

used by the teacher and 6) the mistakes done

by the teacher sometimes couldn't be evaluated

by the teacher herself, but it can be evaluated

easily by another teacher in this case is the

observers. The team observed briefly the
weaknessess of conducting teaching leaming
process based on every aspects. By considering

every observers' point of view, the teacher

had a lot of good things to be improved in the

next meeting for the next cycle. Good or ideal
teacher will always welcome to the new
improvements fbr the better firture.
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